2020 VIOLENCE PREVENTION AWARDS CEREMONY

MAY 13, 2020
Dear Friends:

Thank you for viewing the 2020 Violence Prevention “virtual” Awards Ceremony! We are so excited to present to you the top winners of this year’s contest. The students displayed creative artwork and thoughtful essays addressing serious issues faced in our community. Please take the time to view the entries and praise the students for being engaged in violence prevention.

Congratulations Montgomery County Students!

Mat Heck, Jr.
FIRST PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
K–3rd Grade Category

MARY EMELIA SMITH, 1ST GRADE
HELKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. ANDERSON
FIRST PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
K–3rd Grade Category

JUSTIN WATKINS, 3RD GRADE
CREATIVE WORLD OF MONTESSORI
TEACHER – MS. WELLS
“If you are being hurt or bullied by someone you cannot keep it secret. Someone needs to know that you're being bullied.”
SECOND PLACE POSTER WINNER
K–3rd Grade Category

DINNY NICKELSON, 3RD GRADE
CREATIVE WORLD OF MONTESSORI
TEACHER – MS. WELLS
“You should never bully someone. You should always be kind and show respect to other people.”

JORDAN SHELL, 2ND GRADE
VALLEY VIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHER – MS. RATLIFF
THIRD PLACE POSTER WINNER
K–3rd Grade Category

VIDHUN SENTHIL, KINDERGARTEN
CREATIVE WORLD OF MONTESSORI
TEACHER – MS. NAYLOR
“If you see bullying tell a teacher, don’t just stand there and watch.”
FIRST PLACE POSTER WINNER
4th – 6th Grade Category

BERNADETTE BOHRER, 6TH GRADE
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. BEALL
“Studies show that most of the time the reason people bully others is that they were bullied before or they are trying to look cool and tough in front of people so that they can make friends.”
SECOND PLACE POSTER WINNER

4th – 6th Grade Category

FABIO DANIEL ARIAS RODRIGUEZ, 6TH GRADE

ST. HELEN SCHOOL

TEACHER – MRS. WALTERS
“Bullying is not nice. If you are being a bully stop and think about what you are doing. Kindness is way better than rudeness.”

JILLIAN SHELL, 5TH GRADE
VALLEY VIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHER – MS. MENDELSON
THIRD PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
4th – 6th Grade Category

OWEN SHIVADECKER, 6TH GRADE
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. BEALL
THIRD PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
4th – 6th Grade Category

RHYLEE BLACK, 4TH GRADE
ST. ANTHONY SCHOOL
TEACHER – MS. ATKINSON
“Just because some people are different does not mean you can make fun of them. Everybody is different.”

TAYTUM RIEDEL, 4TH GRADE
DRISCOLL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHER – MS. DANIELS
FIRST PLACE POSTER WINNER
7th – 8th Grade Category

BRIEANNA SMEAD, 8TH GRADE
ST. HELEN SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. REUBER
FIRST PLACE ESSAY WINNER - TIE
7th – 8th Grade Category

KENNEDI ROBINSON, 8TH GRADE
NORTHMONT MIDDLE SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. HENDERSON
FIRST PLACE ESSAY WINNER – TIE
7th – 8th Grade Category

JACOB HOBBS, 8TH GRADE
NORTHMONT MIDDLE SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. HENDERSON
SECOND PLACE POSTER WINNER
7th – 8th Grade Category

AMAYA TAYLOR, 7TH GRADE
ST. HELEN SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. WALTERS
SECOND PLACE ESSAY WINNER
7th – 8th Grade Category

ELAINE BUSH, 8TH GRADE
NORTHMONT MIDDLE SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. HENDERSON
THIRD PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
7th – 8th Grade Category

TAREN PRINZ, 8TH GRADE
ST. PETER SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. FUNKE
THIRD PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
7th – 8th Grade Category

CASEY NGUYEN, 7TH GRADE
ST. PETER SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. FUNKE
THIRD PLACE ESSAY WINNER
7th – 8th Grade Category

ABIGAYLE LAIRMORE, 8TH GRADE
NORTHMONT MIDDLE SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. HENDERSON
FIRST PLACE POSTER WINNER
9th – 12th Grade Category

LAUREN ADAMS, 11TH GRADE
MIAMI VALLEY CAREER TECHNOLOGY CENTER
TEACHER – MS. HETZER
FIRST PLACE ESSAY WINNER
9th – 12th Grade Category

YARETH RIOS, 11TH GRADE
MIAMI VALLEY CAREER TECHNOLOGY CENTER
TEACHER – MRS. WATTS
SECOND PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
9th – 12th Grade Category

PETER TSATALIS, 11TH GRADE
CENTERVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHER – MR. CARROLL

A Tongue Has No Bones
But It Can Break a Heart

I HATE YOU * LEAVE * I AM FATIC * KILL YOURSELF * WORTHLESS * STUPID * LAZY * WEAK * NO ONE LIKES YOU * DUMB

Let’s Silence Verbal Abuse
SECOND PLACE POSTER WINNER - TIE
9th – 12th Grade Category

ELIZABETH ROGERS, 11TH GRADE
MIAMI VALLEY CAREER TECHNOLOGY CENTER
TEACHER – MS. HETZER
SECOND PLACE ESSAY WINNER
9th – 12th Grade Category

SADALIA BINKLEY, 11TH GRADE
MIAI VALLEY CAREER TECHNOLOGY CENTER
TEACHER – MRS. WATTS
THIRD PLACE POSTER WINNER
9th – 12th Grade Category

LILY WALTON, 11TH GRADE
MILLAM VALLEY CAREER TECHNOLOGY CENTER
TEACHER – MS. HETZER
THIRD PLACE ESSAY WINNER
9th – 12th Grade Category

SYDNEY COOPER, 10TH GRADE
NORTHMONT HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHER – MRS. HENDERSON
HONORABLE MENTION POSTER WINNERS

K–3rd Grade Category

- DVK P 1#FKR NVKL
- EHQ WOH\ P X OOHQ V
- OIQ D #DD P ED #VDQJ
- ND IVHQ #VFID UV

4th – 6th Grade Category

- W\ OU\# J LEVR Q
- KD IOH\ N IQ FD IG
- ND UHQ #Y IOOD VHQ R U#P IOOD Q
- PI OH\ P R EOH\
- MD \OIQ #Q HUGHUP DQ
HONORABLE MENTION ESSAY WINNERS

K–3rd Grade Category

- MR K Q D WK R Q #E CHG VR H
- MD O Q #D US H Q WHU
- KD US H U K HQ G H U VR Q
- UD P H R #UR E EI Q V
- D Q Q D #V FK X P D FK H U
- UH D Q VK #V K X N OD
- HY HO Q #V Z D Q N

4th – 6th Grade Category

- D G G I V R Q #D F R Y R Q H
- FD UR OI Q H N O HI Q EX UJ
- ND UO LI #SH U G X H
HONORABLE MENTION POSTER WINNERS

7th – 8th Grade Category

- SUHVOH \#DWWDEIDQL
- URZ \#GHW
- FKORH\#OSVFRPE
- DQOH[DQGUID\#RREUH
- VDUDK\#JDEGL
- DOO\#ZDOOV

9th – 12th Grade Category

- QIFN\#FXUU\#
- PDDND\#D#HDFRQ
- QHYDHKD\#JDUW
- GHVWLIQ\#KDUYH\#
- DOHDNQLJKWMDFNVRQ
- IDQGUIDP\HHUV
- DEE\#KWVLIQJHU
HONORABLE MENTION ESSAY WINNERS

7th – 8th Grade Category

- UXVHOOELOODN
- EHQJDD
- QDWKDEKH
- HWWKDNUDO
- GDHPDQLQHH
- ZLQOPIPXFKHOO
- LVDEHOOSXPPHU
- QRHOHPWIK
- EHWKDNWKRPSVRRQ
- HOCHUWRUUQFH

9th – 12th Grade Category

- MDYRQEUFDH
- VKDODKFVDH
- EURRNVHIWVHV
- ]DNIDKOHXORUH
- DDIRQQRDNV
- DQQDOLHVHIUFKDUVRQ
- DOH[DVRSHU
THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS!

- FK IHI#UIFK DU G#EHKO#GD \ WR Q #SR OIFH#GHS D UWP HQ W
- VK HU II#UR E#WUHFN #R Q W J R P H U # R X Q W # VK HU II X#RI IFH
- FK IHI#P DW#K D P EOIQ #FOD \ WR Q #SR OIFH#GHS D UWP HQ W
- GD \ WR Q #V R ULJ IQ D OS L #D #FD WR U
- N IQ J V#V DQ G
- NUR J HU #T X DWLF #FQ WHU
- P IN HVHO O"V
THANK YOU!
